
CNTX-M2
PADDLE WHEEL CLEANING SHIP

The paddle wheel cleaning ship is an environmental protection

engineering ship used to clean up the floating garbage on the

water surface. It‘s main feature as follows：

⚫ This ship can not only harvest some aquatic plants such as

water hyacinth and Dongyang grass, but also salvage some

domestic garbage such as foam boxes and plastic bags. Its

operation is convenient and simple, and the harvesting, salvaging,

storage and unloading can be easily controlled by the buttons on

the console in the cab.;

⚫ This horizontal scissors, collecting arm, and automatic

collecting wheel cooperate with the front collecting cabin tacitly,

and can work continuously and work stably;

⚫ This ship is equipped with an anti-collision protection device

on the horizontal scissors, which can effectively prevent the

scissors from colliding with underwater rocks and sundries when

harvesting water weeds, improve the service life of the scissors,

and ensure the continuity of the harvesting operation；

⚫ This ship is suitable for mowing and cleaning in rivers with

complex water environment and geographical location. The double

wheels can effectively prevent the disadvantages of traditional

propellers from being entangled by fishing nets and debris, and

can turn around in place.

MAIN PARAMETERS

Deck length 8m

Depth Moulded 1m

Ship width 3m

Draft (full load) 0.4-0.5m

Engine power 75kw

Light speed 4km/h

Collection depth 0.8m

Endurance 24h

Passenger 2

Max. ship length 13.5m

Max. ship height 2.5m

Max. ship width 4.4m

Max. discharge height ＞2 m

Displacement (no load) 12m3

Max. loading capacity 8-10m3

Working speed 2km/h

Collection width 3.4m

Navigating Zone Class B

Drive type Paddle wheel

Efficiency 6800m3/h
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